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MAP2XANES is an intuitive Jupyter notebook that automatizes the analysis of
synchrotron X-ray fluorescence imaging and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
for the characterization of complex and heterogeneous samples. The notebook
uses basic modules and functions from Numpy, Scipy, Pandas, iPywidgets and
Matplotlib libraries for a powerful data reduction process that, in just a few
clicks, guides the user through the visualization of elemental maps, spaceresolved absorption spectra and their automatized analysis. In particular, by
means of linear combination fit of the XANES spectra, the notebook determines
the chemical species distribution in the sample under investigation. The direct
output of the analysis process is the correlation between the different elemental
distributions and the spatial localization of the chemical species detected. An
application to mineralogy is thus presented, analyzing the Mn2+, Mn3+ and Mn4+
distribution in a mineral sample of hausmannite (Mn2+Mn23+O4), courtesy of
the Museum of Natural Science of Barcelona.

1. Introduction
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is a standard analytical, nondestructive technique that allows the determination of atomic
elements in a sample, with a detection limit down to parts per
million (p.p.m.) (Young et al., 2016) or a fraction of it (CastilloMichel et al., 2017). In combination with micrometre position
tagged spectroscopy, micro-XRF (m-XRF) makes it possible to
display the compositional variations in complex and heterogeneous samples. The data acquisition is generally simple
and fast, independent of the sample’s size and shape. As an
additional advantage, this method is highly sensitive for trace
elements independently from the spatial resolution adopted in
the sample characterization, thanks to the high photon flux of
synchrotron facilities (Janssens et al., 2000, 2010; Haschke et
al., 2002; Marcus et al., 2004).
Over the last few years, m-XRF has been successfully used
in many applications working with multiple material types
from a wide range of scientific disciplines, including the
examination of geological samples to determine the mineral
and element distribution in rocks (Roqué-Rosell et al., 2017;
Flude et al., 2017; van Dijk et al., 2019), in material science to
study a wide range of materials and composites (Tsompopoulou & Mergia, 2013; dos Santos Pereira et al., 2017), in
cultural heritage to characterize archaeological and art objects
(Mantler & Schreiner, 2000; Meirer et al., 2013; Capobianco et
al., 2020; Roqué-Rosell et al., 2021; Gambardella et al., 2020),
in environmental science to study soils and particulate matter
(Fittschen et al., 2011), and many others (Vanhoof et al., 2020).
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The high flux, focus and energy tunability of synchrotron
light has opened up the possibility of coupling m-XRF to micro
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (m-XAS) (Farfan et al., 2018;
Xu et al., 2018; Marini et al., 2019).
XAS is an element-specific technique, which directly
enables the determination of the local structure and
electronic properties around the element on which the
absorption takes place. It allows to determine the absorber
chemical species, the ligand coordination and the local
neighbouring environment (Penner-Hahn et al., 1999). In
a complex and heterogeneous sample, where several
chemical phases coexist, the obtained XAS spectrum can be
interpreted as a linear combination of spectra, which represent
the individual coexisting phases and thus provides a direct
speciation analysis of the sample (Gaur & Shrivastava,
2015).
Therefore, combining both m-XAS and m-XRF allows to
correctly describe complex and heterogeneous samples. The
m-XRF and m-XAS experiments are currently accessible in
several synchrotron facilities worldwide (https://www.iucr.org/
resources/commissions/xafs/beamlines-in-europe gives a list of
the XAS beamlines available in Europe, which, in most of the
cases, enable such a combination) and are routinely performed
as a main source of chemical information especially when wet
chemistry or other laboratory techniques fail, as it is in the
case of the indirect calculation of the samples’ oxidation state
[for example, in petrology see Deer et al. (1966); Sutton et
al. (2020)]. In addition, methods like ‘full spectral XANES
imaging’ (Monico et al., 2015) (consisting of analyzing a stack
of m-XRF maps recorded at a few different energy values
around an absorption edge) or full-field XANES imaging
(Fayard et al., 2013; Tack et al., 2014; Park et al., 2020)
(consisting of acquiring magnified 2D transmission image of
the sample by a camera coupled to an X-ray scintillator) have
also been developed. Hence, the combined m-XRF and m-XAS
experiments result in a large amount of data to deal with,
which makes the automatization of the data reduction and
data interpretation highly recommended or even mandatory.
To satisfy such a need of automatization, the synchrotron
community has developed several solutions, resulting in some
of the most popular data analysis packages, like PyMca (Solé
et al., 2007), GSECARS Mapviewer (Newville, 2013), GeoPixe
(Ryan et al., 2005) and more recently PyXAS (Ge & Lee,
2020). PyMca is a user-friendly program for X-ray fluorescence analysis, developed at the ESRF. The program allows
interactive as well as batch processing of large data sets and
it has X-ray imaging capability. GeoPixe uses the dynamic
analysis method for real-time spectral deconvolution to
project quantitative elemental images from list-mode data.
GSECARS Mapviewer is one of the applications of Larch
(Newville, 2013), that allows users to read and display HDF5
files containing X-ray fluorescence maps as collected at APS
beamline 13-ID-E. PyXAS is an alternative to GSECARS
Mapviewer, reading both HDF5 and TIFF format stack images
listed by energy to reconstruct the XANES spectra and
analyze them in terms of the linear combination of well
characterized standards. In all the cited codes, the spatial grid
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of the fluorescence map is exactly the same as for the XAS
sampling.
To the best of our knowledge, none of these codes can easily
deal with XAS and XRF data collected on two different
sampled grids. Sampling XRF and XANES adopting two
different grids allows an efficient use of the beam time: typically, XANES spectra, for which collection is time consuming,
are collected only in specific selected points generating a
less dense sampled grid with respect to the XRF one. This
approach permits an accurate and fast characterization by
XRF without renouncing to the energy resolution to obtain
good quality XANES spectra. The former has been adopted at
the CLÆSS beamline. In this paper we present MAP2XANES
Jupyter notebook, an interactive code that combines the
analysis of XRF imaging and XAS spectra not sharing the
same sampling grid. The code is written using basic modules
and functions from the Numpy (Harris et al., 2020), Scipy
(Virtanen et al., 2020), IPywidgets (Perez & Granger, 2007),
Pandas (McKinney, 2010) and Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007)
libraries. In a few clicks the notebook guides the user through
the analysis of simultaneously acquired elemental maps and
the interpretation of the absorption spectra collected along
the map at the absorption edge of interest.
To show the running code and its potential, we have chosen
as an application the study of a natural hausmannite
(Mn2+Mn3+2O4) sample performed at CLÆSS. During the
analysis, spatially resolved elemental distribution maps of the
excited 3d metal atoms (Mn, Ti, V and Cr) were superimposed
on the obtained Mn valence distribution maps. This innovative
approach for the first time quickly and automatically accesses
the geochemical heterogeneities of a natural hausmannite, a
mineral belonging to spinel, a well known group of minerals
with complex compositions and mixed valence states.

2. Installation and workflow
The software will be OpenSource, distributed under MIT
licence, and freely downloadable from the GitHub site of
ALBA Synchrotron. Fig. 1 summarizes the main features
implemented in MAP2XANES. The following subsections
describe each method used to implement these features.
2.1. m-XRF data loading

The user loads several ASCII multicolumn files (one for
each elemental map), after setting the columns corresponding
to the motor positions that identify the sample position in the
beam (typically the ‘X’ and ‘Z ’ positions), the ‘monitor signal’
(incoming flux) and the ‘sample signal’ (sample transmitted
flux or sample fluorescence signal). Moreover, since MAP2XANES works with two independent spatial grids (the first
one for XAS and a second one for XRF data), the program
also requires a two-column file containing all the positions
(‘X’ and ‘Z ’ values) from where the m-XAS spectra have been
collected. During the upload process it is also necessary to
define in which mode the spectra have been collected, i.e. in
‘transmission’ or in ‘fluorescence’ mode.
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the data have been collected: in ‘transmission mode’ the
loaded spectra will be calculates according to the Lambert–
Beer law, while in ‘fluorescence mode’ they will correspond to
the ratio of the fluorescence over monitor signals. In the same
way, the program also asks for loading the reference spectra
(to be further used for the linear combination fitting).
Depending on the measurement mode and the concentration
of the sample, it is also possible to include a self-absorption
correction of the XAS data, using the code FLUO
(Haskel, 1999).
2.5. m-XANES normalization

Figure 1
MAP2XANES features. Differently from all the other steps, the selfabsorption correction is optional and for this reason is marked with an
asterisk (*).

The measured XAS spectra are then processed according to
the standard procedure (Bunker, 2011). For each spectrum,
the raw data are normalized by subtracting and dividing the
pre-edge and post-edge backgrounds as low-order polynomial
smooth curves. The GUI text boxes and sliders allow choosing
iteratively the most appropriate parameters for this operation,
dynamically defining pre-edge and post-edge limiting values.
Furthermore, a combobox allows switching between ‘raw
spectra’ and ‘normalized’ spectra to visualize the effect of the
chosen parameters in real time. Finally, an additional slider
allows moving between all the loaded spectra, to double check
the absence of irregularities or other generic problems.

2.2. Elemental map visualization

After loading the XRF data, it is possible to visualize the
corresponding XRF maps as a ‘contour plot’, where grey dots
mark the positions that correspond to the acquired m-XAS
spectra. A GUI slider allows visualizing all the loaded maps.
2.3. Scattering matrix

A scattering matrix is a grid of scatter plots used to visualize
bivariate relationships between combinations of variables.
Each scatter plot in the matrix visualizes the relationship
between a pair of variables, allowing many relationships to be
explored in one chart. Loading more than one elemental map
opens up the possibility to explore the correlation between
elemental distributions. By using the Python Panda library,
the dispersion matrix (Manly & Navarro, 2016) is calculated.
Quantitatively, the elemental distributions in the sample are
correlated by the Pearson correlation coefficient  (Benesty et
al., 2009). A  value of 1 or 1 implies that a linear equation
describes the relationship between the counts belonging to
two fluorescence line. A  value equal to 0 implies that
there is no linear correlation between the variables. The
MAP2XANES Jupyter notebook allows the calculation of the
scattering matrix between the fluorescence lines as well as
between the different species (see Figs. 3 and 6).
2.4. m-XAS data loading

To match the most common synchrotron data files, the
notebook allows the loading of an ASCII multicolumn file,
after setting the columns corresponding to the incoming
energy, ‘monitor signal’ (i.e. incoming flux), and ‘sample
signal’. For the latter it is necessary to define in which mode
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 1245–1252

2.6. m-XANES linear combination fit

MAP2XANES has the capability of fitting a linear combination of standard XANES spectra (up to four references, to
avoid mathematical instability) to a measured spectrum to
determine its chemical speciation. The fittings are performed
on the normalized XANES (both sample and references).
Linear combination fits (LCFs) are then performed within the
energy range specified by the user. The normalized sums of the
square residuals are used by the software as a discrepancy
measurement between the unknown data and the fit model.
The user can initialize the LCF process by simply sliding
the weights of the proposed coexisting phases between the
values 0 and 1.
2.7. Overlap of elemental map and LCF

Once the elemental maps and the results of the LCF of the
XANES spectra are calculated, the program converts these
latter ones into a map and overlaps it with the elemental
maps contour plots. The algorithm used for such purpose is
interpolate:griddataðÞ contained inside the the Scipy
library. The data have been interpolated by the standard linear
method for unstructured data. This permits the users to
visually associate the chemical speciation of the sample with
the distribution of a specific element. To better quantify
such relationships the program calculates the corresponding
scattering matrix.

3. Case study
In this paper, MAP2XANES is deployed to define the Mn
species distribution on a natural sample of hausmannite
Carlo Marini et al.
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(Mn2+Mn23+O4). The selected sample belongs to the mineral
collection of the Natural Science Museum of Barcelona with
reference MCNB-20415 and corresponds to a massive hausmannite specimen from the locality of Ilfeld, in the Harztor
municipality in the region of Thuringia (Germany). A full
characterization of the hausmannite source can be found
elsewhere (Bernardini et al., 2019; Hewett, 1972).
The hausmannite has been chipped into an approximately
10 mm  5 mm  2 mm grain. m-XRF maps and m-XAS
spectra were recorded at the CLÆSS beamline at ALBA
synchrotron light source (Barcelona, Spain) (Simonelli et al.,
2016). The synchrotron radiation emitted by a multipole
wiggler was vertically collimated by a mirror and monochromated by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled double-crystal Si(111)
monochromator. The beam size at the sample position was
collimated down to  100 mm  100 mm, thanks to the
focusing toroidal mirror and the partial beam cut-off of the
sample slits (closed to optimize the fluorescence signal
detection). Higher harmonics contributions to the desired
energy were eliminated by properly selecting the two mirrors’
coating and rejection angle.
Prior to the experiment, the energy of the beamline was
calibrated by measuring an Mn foil. The measurements of the
standards were carried out in transmission mode by counting
incident and out-going photon fluxes with respect to the
sample using gas-filled ionization chambers. The m-XRF
elemental maps were recorded by selecting the K fluores-

cence lines of Ti, V, Cr and Mn detected by a six-element
silicon drift detector (from Quantum Detectors), and by
scanning the sample position by keeping the incoming beam
energy well above the Mn K-edge (8 keV). The m-XAS spectra
were measured by selecting the Mn K fluorescence lines and
by scanning the incoming energy across the Mn K-edge. The
XAS spectra were collected in continuous mode in the energy
range 6430–7170 eV. XANES has been sampled with an
energy step of 0.3 eV per point. The counting time for each
energy point is 0.1 s.
The fluorescence signal was collected with the samples at
45 with respect to the incoming beam and the fluorescence
detector. The m-XRF maps were acquired within 0.1 s
counting time per point and in a grid of 100 mm  100 mm
sized measurement spots. The resulting elemental map of
hausmannite is shown in Fig. 2, normalized by incoming
photon flux. With the exception of Cr, which seems to be
mainly located at the top of the sample, the distribution of the
other metals (V, Mn, Ti) looks relatively uniform.
To better elucidate the possible correlations between
the elemental distributions obtained on the sample, we used
MAP2XANES to reconstruct the scattering matrix and
calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient . The  values
are reported in the ‘out of diagonal element’ of the scattering
matrix (see Fig. 3). The obtained  values show a strong
positive inter-dependence between Mn and the remaining
metals in hausmannite ( > 0.98).

Figure 2
Elemental maps of V, Ti, Cr and Mn normalized by the incoming photons flux. The diagonal of the scattering matrix displays the ‘Density plot’ of each
fluorescence counting signal. This allows to access to the distribution of the fluorescence intensity along the whole sample. All the elemental distributions
(shown along the diagonal of the scattering matrix in Fig. 3) are bimodal (two main features in the diagonal of the scattering matrix).
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The position of the 37 m-XAS spectra collected at the Mn
K-edge on the sample are indicated by the grey dots in Fig. 2.
After loading the spectra in MAP2XANES it was possible to

automatically deglitch them by filling a glitch list. In addition,
due to the high concentration of Mn, the data have been
corrected for the self-absorption effect (responsible for
dampening and distortion of the spectral features) (Tröger et al., 1992).
The self-absorption correction was
estimated by considering a simplified
stoichiometry
for
hausmannite
(Mn2+Mn23+O4).
Then, the obtained XANES spectra
have been normalized by controlling
pre-edge range and post-edge range
parameters (pre es, pre ee, po es,
po ee), which define two regions of
the data: one before the edge and one
after the edge. In the normalization,
MAP2XANES regresses a line to the
data in the pre-edge region and a
quadratic polynomial to the data in
the post-edge one. By using the slider
‘number’ it is possible to check the
effect of normalization over all the
spectra loaded. All the normalization
parameters used are highlighted in the
MAP2XANES screenshot in Fig. 4(a).
Once normalized, the spectra were
analysed in terms of LCF using
Figure 3
previously measured standards. In the
Scattering matrix from V, Ti, Cr and the Mn fluorescence counts. Along the diagonal of the
current version of MAP2XANES the
scattering matrix the density plots of the elemental intensity are represented.

Figure 4
(a) The normalization procedure in MAP2XANES: data are in blue, pre-edge and post edge in orange and green, respectively. (b) LCF screenshot: data
are in blue dots, best fit curve and weighted components in orange, green (Mn+2), purple (Mn+3) and red (Mn+4). (c) Reduced 2 as a function of spectral
index.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 1245–1252
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maximum number of components is limited to four, mainly
to avoid any possible instability in the fitting routine. We
are actually considering in a near future realization of the
code the possibility to include principal component analysis
into the code, to deal with more complicated systems in which
the set of standards available is incomplete or unknown. The
LCF procedure is initialized by selecting a spectrum among
the loaded data and plot on top of it the curve obtained by
the sum of the weighted references by a coefficient between 0
and 1 chosen by the user (see the supporting information). For
the present study we chose a combination of three standards
in which Mn presents +2, +3 and +4 as electron valence states,
namely MnCO3, Mn2O3 and MnO2. The basic principle of
the code is to look for the minimum of the squared difference
between the data and the linear combination of the reference
spectra. An example of best fit curve obtained from LCF
is shown in Fig. 4(b). Furthermore, to double-check the
quality of the LCF, MAP2XANES allows the reduced 2
to be displayed as a function of the spectrum index [see
Fig. 4(c)]. The obtained Mn speciation data can then be reorganized by adding the spatial information and mapped
by overlapping it on the sample’s elemental map contour
plot (Fig. 5).
As evident from the maps, the predominant measured Mn
valence states in hausmannite are Mn3+ (Mn2O3), followed
by Mn4+ (MnO2), whose average fraction are 65% and 25%,
respectively. The Mn2+ (MnCO3) represents the minor valence
state with an average value below 10% (see Fig. 5). In addi-

tion, the obtained data suggest the presence of chemical
variations within the hausmannite sample in terms of the
coexistence of two differentiated compositional domains.
To better assess the correlations between the obtained LCF
results and the elemental distributions of the transition metals
we used MAP2XANES to calculate the corresponding scattering matrix and the Pearson coefficients (see Fig. 6). As
evident from Fig. 5, the MnCO3 and Mn2O3 phases coexist in
varying proportions depending on the domains as expected in
the spinel hausmannite. Besides, the presence of MnO2 seems
to decrease the amount of the Mn2O3 phase present in the
sample. In addition, we observe that: (i) Mn3+ is positively
correlated with Cr (0.28) and Mn (0.27); (ii) Mn2+ is correlated
to Ti (0.32) but negatively correlated to V (0.42), and
(iii) Mn4+ is correlated with the presence of V (0.4).
Thus, by combining both the elemental and chemical maps
with the obtained scattering matrix values we can conclude
that the sample’s top domain compositionally corresponds to
an intermediate hausmannite and chromite spinel with higher
contents Cr and trace metals and with a predominant Mn3+
valence state. The domain below is closer to a hausmannite
spinel in composition but with an important presence of a
more oxidized Mn4+ valence state possibly related to the
presence of other Mn–oxide minerals or hydrothermal Mn
compounds (Fig. 6). The obtained data and the subsequent
treatment by MAP2XANES highlight the geochemical
heterogeneity and complexity of the selected natural hausmannite spinel.

Figure 5
The (a) MnCO3 , (b) Mn2O3 and (c) MnO2 fractions and their spatial distribution as obtained from LCF and superimposed on the Mn elemental
distribution contour plot from hausmannite.
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Figure 6
The scattering matrix obtained from LCF results and the V, Ti, Mn, Cr fluorescence counts. Along the diagonal of the 3  3 submatrix the density plots of
the three LCF components are shown.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented MAP2XANES, a Python code
for automatized quantitative analysis of synchrotron m-XRF
and m-XAS data. MAP2XANES is able to simultaneously
complement the data obtained by using these two techniques
to achieve a deeper understanding of complex and heterogeneous samples. The software is written on Jupyter Notebooks and utilizes the most popular modules of Python
language (Numpy, Scipy, Pandas, iPywidgets and Matplotlib).
The developed code is a collection of methods able to:
(i) visualize elemental maps and calculate the scattering
matrix, (ii) simultaneously normalize a large set of m-XANES
data, (iii) eventually correct them for self-absorption,
(iv) perform LCF analysis, and (v) overlap the LCF results
with a selected elemental distribution map. The code also
provides access to the possibility of automatically explore
the correlations between the distributions of elemental and
chemical species. Therefore, MAP2XANES is a powerful tool
for quick post-processing large data sets to determine the
compositional and chemical species and resolve their spatial
distribution in complex and heterogeneous samples.
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